Event-by-event fluctuations for high energy heavy-ion collisions are investigated. The normally used Φ-variables are calculated for pions. It was shown that multiparticle symmetrization (antisymmetrization) correlation has great influence on the value of Φ. Previous derivation of Φ actually neglected the multiparticle quantum correlation. So the explanation of Φ as a measure of the degree of equilibration is reasonable only when multiparticle quantum correlation effects are small.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the main goals of relativistic heavy-ion collisions is the study of hadronic matter under extreme conditions of temperature and density [1] . Recently it was argued that the studies of event-by-event fluctuations observed in high energy collisions may provide us more information of the experiment [2] [3] [4] . Already, event-by-event fluctuations of the transverse momentum distributions have been proposed to provide information about the heat capacity [3, [5] [6] [7] , a possible equilibration of the system [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] or about the phase transition [17] . On the experimental side, first preliminary result of the NA49 collaboration seem to indicate the absence of any non-statistical fluctuations in the mean transverse momentum distribution for Pb-Pb collisions at 160 AGeV [18] . Recently there are two papers on this subject which bring our interest to this problem. One is by Bialas and Koch [19] who found a relationship between the moments of event-by-event fluctuations and the inclusive correlations. The other one by Belkacem et.al. [20] who also derived a connection between the moments of event-by-event flucatuations and inclusive distribution. At the same time, they stated that Φ vaiables used in the previous derivation actually meaures the mutiparticle correlation instead of the degree of equilibration in the system. In this study we first connect the result of Bialas and Koch to that of Belkacem et.al. for moments of any order. For a special kind of particles, pions, the Φ variables are calculated. Finally we give a comment that the Φ observables is userful only when the quantum effects is not so large.
Consider the global observable defined for each event by:
where N indicates the multiplicity of the event considered and y(p i ) is any function which depends of the momentum of particle i in the event. This quantity could be for instance the energy, the transverse momentum, etc. We are interested by the fluctuations of this global observable from event to event and in particular by the moments
where M is the total number of events and N j indicates the multiplicity of event j.
Consider now the N-body distribution function f (N, p 1 , ···, p N ) which gives the probability for a system of N particles where particle 1 has a momentum p 1 , particle 2 a momentum p 2 , and so on. It is defined such that dp 1 · · · dp N f (N,
where P (N), the probability of finding the system with exactly N particles regardless of their momenta, is normalized according to :
The reduced s-body distribution functions (s ≤ N) for a system of indistinguishable particles is given by [21] :
From the above definitions, we have:
After these definitions, the moments of the event variable Z are defined as:
and in particular,
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Notice that the s particles inclusive distribution can be written down as
with dp 1 ...dp
then the above results is the same as that of Bialas and Koch [19] , that is:
Z(y) 2 = y 2 (p)ρ(p)dp + dp 1 dp 2 y(
Z(y) 3 = y 3 (p)ρ(p)dp +3 dp 1 dp 2 y
Z(y) 4 = y 4 (p)ρ(p)dp + 4 dp 1 dp 2 y
and so on. One can use Eq(2) and Eqs (16, 17, 18) to calculate Φ to see the consistency between those two methods. The discussions about this consistent can be found in Ref. [19] .
If there is no symmetrization or antisymmetrization quantum effects, then the the s-body distribution functions can be written as [22] :
with dp f N (p) = 1.
Here f N (p) is the normalized single particle distribution in N particles events. Normally this distribution should depend on the multiplicity distribution. In the following we will concentrate on pions, the abundant particles produced in high energy collisions. Following Ref. [23] one can immediately write out the the N pions distribution function as
.., p N ) dp 1 ...dp N P N (p 1 , ..., p N ) (21) with
Here ρ (N ) (p i , p j ) as the fourier transformation of the pion source distribution function g (N ) (x, K) in the N-pion event and ρ (N ) (p, p) is the normalized pion spectrum(if we neglected the multiparticles symmetrization). Here the superscript N means all quantities refer to the system with pion multiplicity N. g (N ) (x, K) is the probability of finding a pion at point x with momentum K. With the above definition we can write out the following equations [24, 25] :
with ω (N ) (N) = 1 N! dp 1 ...dp
and
Here σ(i) denotes the i-th element of a permutations of the sequence {1, 2, · · ·, s}, and the sum over σ denotes the sum over all s! permutations of this sequence. The superscript of ω means those quantities are calculated using the quantities ρ (N ) (p i , p j ). The s-pion inclusive distribution can be expressed as
If we neglect symmetrization effects, one has ρ (N ) (p i , p j ) = 0 then we have
Then Eq. (23) can be written as
From Eq. (13) or Eq. (26) we have
In the absense of multiparticle symmetrization(or antisymmetrization) effects and the correlation of particle spectrum distribution with the multiplicity(Assume that all the spectrum distribution is independ on the multriplicity, that is, f (N ) (p) = f (p)) one immediately comes to the conclusion that f(p) is the same as the normalized inclusive single particle spectrum distribution f inclu (p) = ρ(p)/ N ( N is the mean multiplicity). In an actual calculation one normally choose the vaiable y(p) as
where x(p) is any function of momentum p and
With this choice, and according to Eqs. (8, 31) , the average value of Z is always zero, even in the presence of strong correlations. It appears that, in the absence of any correlations in the system and using above choice of the particle variable y(p), the first third moments of the event variable Z are exactly proportional to the inclusive moments of the variable y(p):
The proportionality factor is the average number of particles N . If multi-body correlations or the multipcity correlation with moments distribution, one of them present in the system, Eqs.(33) do not hold any longer. A non-zero value for the quantities
with y k = dp y
may also then indicate the presence of strong many-body correlations or (and) the correlation between the multiplicity and momentum. The generalization of this method to different particle distributions is straightforward [20] . As stated above one may get non-zero value of Φ even if there are only one-kind of correlation like multiplicity and momentum left in the above calculation. One may get rid of this kind of correlation by redifined the vaible y(p) as
with
Here f (N ) (p) is the normalized particle spectrum distribution in N pion events. After this definition one may get rid of the possible correlation due to the multiplicity and momentums. 
Here M is the total number of events and N j is the multiplicity of event j. y j (p) = x(p) −x e j is the quantities definied for j event, x e j is mean value of x(p) for the j event. Using this method, one can calculate the observable Φ(This is of course better than the definition of Eq(36) as it even consider the fluctuation of events with the same multiplicity).
In the following we will assume g (N ) (x, K) as a Gaussian function in both coordinate space and momentum space, then ρ (N ) (p i , p j ) can be written as [24, 25] 
Here R(N) and ∆(N) is the source radius and temeprature in the events with multiplicity N. Of course in strict sense even have same multiplicity the events may have different radius and temeparture, while at this calculation we will neglect this fluctuation. In the calculation we choose x = p 2 t = p 2 x + p 2 y and calculate Φ 2 (p 2 t ). In Fig. 1 , the calculated results of Φ 2 (p 2 t ) vs. mean pion multiplicity are shown. It is interesting to notice that the Φ values will become larger as the pion multiplicity becomes larger. This is consisten with the quantum nature of the bosons. This effect may be not so important for high energy heavy-ion collisions as where the collision region is very large [26] . Of course the Φ value should also depneds on the pion multiplicity distribution [24, 25, 27] , while at this calculation we will not discuss this point.
In the following we will give a simple physical model to show that the former derivation of the Φ variable is based on the model that there is no quantum correlation among particles. Assume that in AA collisions particles are produced by the production of each NN collisons. And the number of collisions of NN has a distribution function P (M). Here M is the number of collisions in each event and the collision center has a distribution of ρ(x). Assume that probability amplitude of finding a pion at point x can be written down as [28] 
Here x i is the collision center coordinate. In the last step of Eq.(40) we assume that J i (x) is only the function of x − x i . The probability amplitude in the momentum space can be written down as [28] 
Then the s-pion inclusive distribution can be writeen down as
the second line of Eq(43) comes from Eq(41), which is totally of quantum nature. So the distribution P (X) in paper [16] does not hold anymore. While if we consider classic particles, we immediately can get an equation similar to the expression of P (X) in Ref. [16] . As the terms in the second line of Eq.(43) becomes
we have
Then the derivation in Ref [16] is valid. Now let us consider the mean pion multiplicity N . From the above picture we immediately have N = ρ(p 1 )dp 1 = M dp 1 |J(
Here dp 1 |J(p 1 )| 2 = n 0 is the mean number of pions that are emitted from each NN collisons. So the previous relation like N = M n 0 does not hold anymore as the quantum effects has contribution to the average value of N . Of course the last term of Eq(46) depends on the distribution function of the source g(x), which may be very smaller if the collision region is very larger. This can also be explained in quantum mechanical context. If the source of AA collisions is very larger and dilute pion gas exists, then quantum effects will become smaller.
It has been shown that the value of Φ was great influenced by the multparticle correlations. As the symmetrization or antisymmetrization effects always exist in the system so that the explanation of the physical meaning of Φ is difficult. However one may more or less exclude the quantum symmetrization or antisymmetrization effects by cuts. That is: One may do HBT analysis first, then reject the small momentum difference identical particle pairs from each event. After this is done one may use the left particles to re-calculate the variable Φ.
In conclusion, we have investigated the moments of event observable distributions for systems with non-fixed multiplicity. These moments are shown to be related to the manybody quantum (anti)symmetrization correlations. We have also calculated the Φ variable for pions. It was shown that Φ variable strongly depends on multiparticle symmetrization effects. This effects may be smaller if the density of pions is not so high. It was also suggest to cut small momentum pairs from each event so one may more or less exclude the quantum symmetrization effect. After redefinition of event variable y one may exclude the possible correlation between multiplicity and momentum. t ) vs. mean pion multiplicity N . In the calculation we choose ∆ 0 = 0.2GeV and R = 3f m and 5f m respectively.
